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 The strategic value of natural crystals of quartz – one of 
the most abundant and pure minerals in the Earth’s Crust -  
was clearly established by the application in sonars during 

the Second World War, following the development of an 
ultrasonic submarine detector.  

Crystals from Brasil and Arkansas/USA pegmatites were initially used 
in numerous and diversified technological applications but, by the end 

of the sixties, these natural crystals were overpassed by synthetic ones 
– cultured quartz crystals – nowadays intensively produced by  

Japan, United States, Russia and China.  

Under strict conditions of purity, the fragments of natural quartz crystals 
produced when dismantling granite pegmatites – lascas or taliscas – 

configure a valuable raw material for the production of crystalline quartz 
with electronic quality having multiple piezoelectric and optic 
applications in various “high-tech” artifacts such as sensors, 
accelerometers, microphones, electronic transducers, etc.  



http:/www.quartzpage.de/gen_struct.html i 3 N 

[SiO4]  tetrahedron          Quartz crystal structure         Spirals of tetrahedra  
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Adapted from: J. L. AMORÓS (1958) Cristalofísica. Edt. Aguilar (p.174-175) 

Polarity  
and optical 
properties 



Symmetry & physical properties 
The absence of a symmetry centre and  
the presence of a rotation axis with  
with integrated tanslation are crucial  

The criation of Adam - Miguel Ângelo 

Natural quartz 
crystal (α-form,  

symmetry  
class 32) 

Quirality / Enantiomorphism 

P  31 2 1 (left) / P  32 2 1 (right) quartz crystals  

[by convention, levo-rotation is positive ] 

“Asymmetry creates the phenomenon” 
  Pierre CURIE i 3 N 

Provocative question: is there any possible relationship 
between the left- or right-handed character of pegmatitic 
euhedral quartz and eventual phenomena of magnetic 
 N-S polarity inversion of the Earth’s rotation axis along 

geological times? 



Piezoelectricity 

In what consists the so-called  
“piezoelectric effect ” ? 
(piezo, from the Greek πιεζειν  

meaning to compress ) 
When a polar crystal is the object 

of an elastic deformation by 
applying a mechanical stress or 

tension, a polar momentum is 
develepped  
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From: J.F. NYE, 
Physical properties of 
crystals. Clarendon 
Press, 1957  

A piezoelectric crystal 
converts an applied 

stress into an  
electric current 

and vice-versa  

Quartz was the first material 
recognized as owing this 
property 

Tensorial description of the 
physical properties of a crystal 
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Letf-handed 
crystal 

Right-
handed 
crystal 

Twinned 
crystal 

Development of an 
electric potential in a 
quartz single-crystal 

by elastic deformation 
 (aplication of a stress) 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from: J. L. AMORÓS (1958) 
Cristalofísica. Edt. Aguilar (p.219) 

( E ) 
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Autoclave used in the synthesis 
of  “cultured quartz crystals” 

Industrial quartz crystals with 
controled degree of purity 

[cultered quartz crystals] 

Natural crystals present various kinds of defects: 
twinning, chemical impurities (either substitutional or by 
insertion) e inclusions (solid as well as fluid).  
Quartz with less than 50 ppm of impurities (high-purity 
quartz, HPQ) is the raw-material for the synthesis of 
electronic quality crystals nowadays mainly produced 
in Japan, China, Russia and United States – that 
have originally (and up to the sixties) used  natural 
crystals imported from Brasil and collected at Arkansas.  
The fragments of quartz from granite  pegmatites had 
then the Portuguese designation of “lascas” conserved 
until today.   
 
See:  U.S. Geological Survey, Mineral Commodity 
           Summaries (2011) 126-127. 
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Industrial crystals are cutted 
from a synthetic single crystal 
along specific orientations 
according to the foreseen 
“high-tech” applications of final 
“cultured quartz crystals” 

Cut orientation relatively to the 
crystallographic axes ( X,Y,Z) 

of a “ Z ”-type single crystal 
AT  is the most common cut-type 

From: Synthetic Quartz Crystal, 
Nihon Dempa Kogyo Co. Ltd 

X Z 

Y 

Y 

Synthetic 
“Z”-type 

single crystal 

X 
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Since 2002 the United States import the 
crystals for high-tech applications from Brasil, 

Madagascar, Germany and Canada until 2005 
and thereafter from China, Japan and Russia 

The industrail relevance of  synthetic 
quartz crystals in producing countries 
is such that an association focused on 
that objective was created in Japan: 

 QIAJ, Quartz Cryst. Assoc. 

Potential markets for 
“lascas”  
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Evaluation of the quality factor 
“Q” of a synthetic crystal  

Transmitance of infrared radiation  
with two wavelenghts 

Defects & Impurities 
50 µg.g-1 is the maximum content of trace elements in HPQ  

From: Synthetic Quartz Crystal, Nihon 
Dempa Kogyo Co. Ltd 

A “negative crystal”, the 
unique tolerated defect... 

See e.g. “Quartz crystal, the timing material” 
http://www.4timing.com/techquartz.htm  

Al, Li, Na, H are the most common natural 
chemical impurities in primary,  

magmatic quartz from pegmatites: 
Al3+  ions replace Si4+  in [SiO4] tetrahedra 
and the charge difference is compensated 
by the insertion of mono-valent ions  Na+  

and Li+  along channels built by the chains 
                          of tetrahedra along the 

c axis of the crystal  
and by the creation of  

hydroxyls, (OH− ). When  
exposed to an ionizing 

 radiation, Al-M+ centres  
give rise to a mixture of Al vacancies  

(Al-holes) and Al-OH−  centres (active in the 
infrared spectral region). These impurities are not 
removed through the synthesis in autoclave 

and hinder the use of the produced  
cultured quartz crystals in optronics 



Quartz / 
granites 

in 
Portugal 
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From: L.P. MARTINS (2010) 
Mineral Resources of Portugal 
Edtion of DGEG  adapted from 
Mineral Potential of Portugal, 
IGM, 1998  (various Authors) 



  De: L.P. MARTINS (2010) Mineral  Resources 
of  Portugal. Edição DGEG 
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. . .  
Possible export of 
quartz fragments 
(taliscas / lascas)  

as a valuable raw 
material to produce 

synthetic quartz 
crystals 



Summarizing:  World resources of natural 
quartz crystals appropriate for a direct 
application in optoelectronics are scarce or 
even minute, but the search for synthetic 
quartz crystals is still raising, thus improving 
the added-value of lascas from natural 
crystals with suitable chemical characteristics 
to produce cultured quartz crystals.  

Grata  pela  atenção  dispensada ! 
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